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Abstract— The aim of this work is to evaluate the performance of the noise robust speaker identification system using Kohonen 
self organization mapping based neural network algorithm. Speaker identification system performs well under noiseless 
environment but its performance degrades when the environments become noisy. In this work, wiener filtering technique has 
used to reduce the white Gaussian environmental speech noises, standard feature extraction techniques have been applied to 
extract the effective speech features. Linear Discriminant Analysis based dimensionality reduction technique has been used to 
reduce the dimension of the extracted speech features. Kohonen self organization learning neural network based algorithm has 
applied for the learning and recognition model of the proposed system. Finally, NOIZEUS speech dataset has used to measure 
the efficiency of the proposed system under various environmental noisy conditions with different noise addition rate. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
peaker identification is a dynamic biometric task 
where both biological and behavioral biometric mod-
alities are concatenated through speech feature extrac-

tion, learning and recognition modeling [1, 2]. Though 
biological and behavioral biometric modalities are com-
bined through speaker identification task, it can achieve 
great efficiency than other individual biological and be-
havioral biometric system such as face, iris, retinal scan, 
fingerprint, hand geometry etc. Generally speaker identi-
fication system performs well under neutral conditions 
but its performance degrades when the environments 
become noisy. There are various techniques that have 
been developed by different researchers for automatic 
speech and/or speaker identification problem [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9]. From the last several years researchers investigates 
and tries to enhance performance of the speaker identifi-
cation in noisy environments [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].  

Although there are recent studies to handle reverbera-
tion and additive noise in feature [15] and model domain 
[13, 14] for speaker identification systems, the compensa-
tion techniques with respect to noise and reverberation 
for speaker identification systems are still an open ques-
tion [16]. There are many speech enhancement algorithms 
proposed for robust automatic speech recognition, most 
of them relying on the assumption that the additive noise 
is a stationary process which is not always true for real-
world applications [8].  

Not only single classification techniques are used for 
noise robust speech and speaker identification but also 

hybrid classification techniques have also been applied. 
Genetically optimized Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 
based hybrid technique [17] has been used for noise ro-
bust speaker identification system. Both audio and visual 
features are used for noise robust speaker identification 
purpose. Face and speech features are used with the com-
bination of different types of fusion methods with neutral 
[18] and noisy environment [19]. Leap reading feature 
with audio feature have also been used for speaker identi-
fication [20]. 

In this paper, we propose a Kohonen self organizing 
mapping based approach for noise robust speaker identi-
fication which is much more capable than other existing 
system. To measure the performance, the proposed sys-
tem has been tested under eight different real world noisy 
conditions such as airport, babble, car, exhibition, restau-
rant, street, train and train station with four different 
noise addition rate i.e., 0dB, 5dB, 10dB and 15 dB. 

2 STRATEGY OF THE PROPOSED SPEAKER 
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM 

The block diagram of the proposed speaker identification 
system is shown in figure 1. After acquisition of the 
speech signal, it is required to eliminate the noise from 
the speech signal. Then some speech pre-processing tech-
niques have been applied to pre-process the speech before 
feature extraction. Various standard speech parameteriza-
tion techniques are applied to effectively extract the 
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed speaker identification 
system. 
 

speech features and finally select best of them. The di-
mensions of the extracted speech features are very large. 
As a result, dimension reduction technique is used to re-
duce the speech feature vector. The reduced feature vec-
tor is now feed to the Kohonen self organizing mapping 
based neural network algorithm for learning and testing. 
Different parameters of Kohonen self organizing map-
ping based network has been tested for learning and fi-
nally optimum parameters are chosen to find out the final 
result. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

3 NOISE ELIMINATION AND SPEECH PRE-
PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 

Since speech signals generally captures a lot amount of 
environmental noises, it is necessary to reduce or 

eliminate noises from the captured speech signal. For this 
reason, wiener filtering technique has been used in the 
proposed system. The wiener filter is a noise removing 
filter based on Fourier iteration. Its main advantage is the 
short computational time it takes to find a solution [21]. 

Some pre-processing techniques are necessary to pre-
pare the speech as an input for the system. Speech start 
and end points detection and silence part removal algo-
rithm [22] have been used to extract the core part of the 
speech utterances. Pre-emphasis has been used to balance 
the spectrum of voiced sounds that have a steep roll-off in 
the high frequency region [23]. Since Sort Time Fourier 
Transform (STFT) is the appropriate method to analyze 
the speech features, windowing technique has been used 
to reduce the effect of the spectral artifacts that results 
from the framing process. Frame length of 10-30 millise-
conds speech has been considered here and 25%-75% 
frame overlapping has been tested to get the optimum 
output of the speaker identification result. 

4 SPEECH FEATURE EXTRACTION AND LDA 
BASED DIMENSION REDUCTION TECHNIQUE 

To extract the features from the speech utterances, vari-
ous speech feature extraction techniques have been ap-
plied and find out the optimum results which will be fo-
cused in the experimental result section. Linear Prediction 
Coefficients (LPCs), Linear Prediction Cepstral Coeffi-
cients (LPCCs), Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 
(MFCCs), Delta MFCCs and Delta Delta MFCCs [24] are 
tested to find out the best speech feature extraction tech-
nique for the proposed speaker identification system. The 
process of feature extraction and dimensionality reduc-
tion technique is shown in figure 2. 
 

The dimensionality of the extracted speech feature vec-
tor is large. As a result, it is necessary to reduce the 
dimension of the speech features. To reduce the di-
mension of the speech feature vector, Linear Discrimi-
nant Analysis (LDA) based dimension reduction tech-
nique has been used. 

The first step is to formulate the data sets and test 
sets, which are to be classified in the original space. The 

mean of each data set and mean of entire data set is to 
be calculated. After the mean image has been calcu-
lated, mean image is subtracted from each of those im-
ages of the training data set. Mean image is subtracted 
from each original image iF  and stored in the variable

i . Each image in the data set differs from the average 
face by the vector i . 

  1i F                                     (1) 

 
Figure 2: Feature extraction and dimensionality reduction from the speech utterance. 
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Since LDA calculates the difference of features with-
in all images of each person individually. So, one scat-
ter matrix is calculated for each person from its images. 
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Here,  
iS is the scatter matrix of ith person 

L is the number of images of each person 
        ijF is the jth image of ith person 
Summation of all scatter matrices is called within-

class scatter matrix which represents variation among 
images of each persons. 

Within-class scatter matrix,  
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Here,  
 M is the number of total persons  

iS is the ith scatter matrix 
Between-class scatter matrix represents the varia-

tion among persons. For Between-class scatter matrix,  
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Here,  

M is the number of total persons 
iS is the ith scatter matrix 

i,meanF represents mean image of ith person 

Since LDA maximizes between-class scatter whe-
reas minimizes the within-class scatter. To accomplish 
this, we must maximize W matrix where, 

|WSW|/|WSW|)W(J W
T

B
T               (5) 

From the matrix W, we will compute eigenvectors 
(Fishervectors) which will represents linear discrimi-
nant features of each person. The steps to compute 
eigenvectors from W matrix are given below: 

 
1. Columns of W are eigenvectors satisfying 

the equation given below: 

iWWSiiWBS                                (6) 

2. Eigenvalues are roots of the equation given 
below: 

0SλS WiB    (7) 

3. Calculation of eigenvectors by solving the 
equation given below: 

0W)SS( iWiB     (8) 

Eigenvectors of highest eigenvalues are selected and 
eigenvectors with lowest eigenvalues of the data set are 
ignored. Once eigenvectors are found, the next step is 

to order them by eigenvalue, highest to lowest. This 
gives the components in order of significance. Now 
those components having less eigenvalue can be ig-
nored. If the eigenvalues are small, then it contains a 
less information about the data. To be precise, if origi-
nal data have n dimensions in data set and so, n eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues are gained and then only the 
first p eigenvectors are chosen then the final data set 
has only p dimensions.  

Now the feature vector is to be calculated. Taking 
the eigenvectors that we want to keep from the list of 
eigenvectors and forming a matrix with these eigenvec-
tors in the columns construct this. At first eigenvectors 
are converted in column vector and then each of them 
are placed on a matrix in each row. 

Feature vector = (eig1 eig2 eig3……………. eigp)      (9) 

Finally, we get the feature vector in reduced dimen-
sion which can be used in classification process. Linear 
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) searches for those vectors 
in the underlying space that best discriminate among 
classes (rather than those that best describe the data). 
More formally, given a number of independent fea-
tures relative to which the data is described, LDA 
creates a linear combination of these which yields the 
largest mean differences between the desired classes. 
Thus theoretically, LDA should give better perfor-
mance than PCA [25, 26, 27]. 

5 SELF ORGANIZATION MAPPING BASED 
LEARNING AND TESTING MODEL  
Kohonen self organizing mapping based learning 

and testing model has been developed for the pro-
posed speaker identification system. The SOM is un-
like most classification or clustering techniques in that 
it provides a topological ordering [28] of the classes. 
The architectural view of Kohonen self-organization 
map is shown on figure 3. The output grid contains the 
nodes where each of the node will win for each of the 
input set. For weight adaptation, the following equa-
tion has been used. 

 
(t))w(t)η(t)(x+(t)w=)+(tw ijiijij 1                    (10) 

 
In this work, 200 nodes have been used on the out-

put grid and the neighborhood size has been decreased 
according to the increment of adaptation process 
which is shown in figure 4. The learning procedure has 
been stopped when the minimum distance of a grid 
node is zero from the input nodes by using the equa-
tion, 

                      (11) 
 

Where jd  is the distance between the inputs and 
each output node j, ix is the input to node i and ijw
the weight from input i to node j. 
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6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE 
ANALYSIS 
NOIZEUS speech database has been used to meas-

ure the accuracy of the proposed speaker identification 
system. NOIZEUS speech corpus [29] was developed 
to facilitate comparison of speech enhancement algo-
rithms among research groups. The noisy database 
contains 30 IEEE sentences (produced by three male 
and three female speakers) corrupted by eight different 
real-world noises at different SNRs. The noise was tak-
en from the AURORA database and includes suburban 
train noise, babble, car, exhibition hall, restaurant, 
street, airport and train station noise.  

Thirty sentences from the IEEE sentence database 
were recorded in a sound proof booth. The sentences 
were produced by three male and three female speak-
ers. The IEEE database (720 sentences) was used as it 
contains phonetically balanced sentences with relative-
ly low word context predictability. The thirty sen-
tences were selected from the IEEE database so as to 
include all phonemes in the American English lan-
guage. The sentences were originally sampled at 25 
kHz and downsampled to 8 kHz [30]. 

One clean speech has been used for training and 
four others are used for testing purposes where noise 
addition varies from 0dB to 15dB with 5dB interval. 
The results of the proposed speaker identification sys-
tem are shown in the table 1 to 9. The summarization 
of the results is shown on table 9. In this experiment, 
eight different real world environmental noises are 
added to successfully evaluate the performance of the 
proposed speaker identification system. 

Table 1 to table 9 show the experimental results 
among various standard feature extraction techniques 
i.e., LPC, LPCC, MFCC, MFCC, MFCC. The results 
are taken with four different variations of SNRs such as 
0dB, 5dB, 10dB and 15dB. To measure the overall 

performance of the proposed speaker identification, 
average performance is taken which is shown in table 9. 
From the average identification rate it has been found 
that MFCC can gives highest identification rate than 
other feature extraction method. 
TABLE 1 AIRPORT NOISE AVERAGE IDENTIFICATION RATE 

(%) FOR NOIZEUS SPEECH CORPUS 
            Method 
   SNR MFCC MFCC MFCC LPC LPCC 

15dB 87.00 88.00 64.75 68.00 69.25 
10dB 81.25 85.50 57.50 62.25 65.00 
5dB 67.75 75.00 48.25 54.50 58.25 
0dB 59.00 67.25 50.00 55.50 50.50 

Average 73.75 78.94 55.13 60.06 60.75 

TABLE 2 BABBLE  NOISE  AVERAGE IDENTIFICATION RATE 
(%) FOR NOIZEUS SPEECH CORPUS 

            Method 
   SNR MFCC MFCC MFCC LPC LPCC 

15dB 75.00 87.50 57.75 56.25 72.00 
10dB 71.25 83.50 47.25 48.00 68.25 
5dB 57.50 67.25 36.50 47.75 62.25 
0dB 55.00 55.50 36.67 44.25 57.25 

Average 64.69 73.44 44.54 49.06 64.94 

TABLE 3 CAR NOISE AVERAGE IDENTIFICATION RATE (%) 
FOR NOIZEUS SPEECH CORPUS 

            Method 
   SNR MFCC MFCC MFCC LPC LPCC 

15dB 68.25 88.25 56.50 67.75 68.50 

10dB 65.50 74.50 45.00 55.25 60.00 

5dB 55.50 67.25 45.25 55.50 60.25 

0dB 55.5- 58.00 39.00 45.00 55.00 

Average 61.19 72.00 46.44 55.88 60.94 

TABLE 4 EXHIBITION HALL NOISE AVERAGE IDENTIFICA-
TION RATE (%) FOR NOIZEUS SPEECH CORPUS 

            Method 
   SNR MFCC MFCC MFCC LPC LPCC 

15dB 73.00 82.25 60.50 65.00 72.25 

10dB 70.25 70.00 54.50 63.50 65.00 

5dB 65.50 68.25 50.25 62.50 61.50 

0dB 57.75 62.25 45.00 53.75 55.50 

Average 66.63 70.69 52.56 61.19 63.56 

TABLE 5 RESTAURANT NOISE AVERAGE IDENTIFICATION 
RATE (%) FOR NOIZEUS SPEECH CORPUS 

            Method 
   SNR MFCC MFCC MFCC LPC LPCC 

15dB 73.50 80.50 44.25 71.25 72.25 

10dB 70.00 70.75 42.25 65.50 61.50 

5dB 62.50 65.50 42.25 52.25 60.00 

0dB 48.00 52.25 37.75 50.50 53.50 

Average 63.50 67.25 41.63 59.88 61.81 

 
Figure 3: Architecture of Kohonen Self Organizing network. 

Figure 4: Reduction of topological neighborhood of Kohonen self-
organizing network. 
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TABLE 6 STREET NOISE AVERAGE IDENTIFICATION RATE 
(%) FOR NOIZEUS SPEECH CORPUS 

            Method 
   SNR MFCC MFCC MFCC LPC LPCC 

15dB 75.50 80.25 52.25 67.75 75.00 

10dB 67.75 70.00 45.50 53.50 65.25 

5dB 65.50 69.25 42.25 67.75 63.25 

0dB 53.25 65.50 35.50 55.50 52.25 

Average 65.50 71.25 43.88 61.13 63.94 

TABLE 7 TRAIN NOISE AVERAGE IDENTIFICATION RATE (%) 
FOR NOIZEUS SPEECH CORPUS 

            Method 
   SNR MFCC MFCC MFCC LPC LPCC 

15dB 73.50 75.50 48.00 57.25 70.00 

10dB 65.50 70.00 42.25 53.75 62.25 

5dB 50.50 60.25 40.25 50.50 50.50 

0dB 45.50 60.50 35.00 48.00 50.00 

Average 58.75 66.56 41.38 52.38 58.19 

TABLE 8 TRAIN STATION NOISE AVERAGE IDENTIFICATION 
RATE (%) FOR NOIZEUS SPEECH CORPUS 

            Method 
   SNR MFCC MFCC MFCC LPC LPCC 

15dB 65.00 78.50 42.50 55.50 62.50 
10dB 60.50 60.25 40.00 50.00 60.00 
5dB 49.50 50.50 37.75 43.25 50.50 
0dB 45.50 50.00 35.00 38.50 45.25 

Average 55.13 59.81 38.81 46.81 54.56 

TABLE 9 OVERALL AVERAGE SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION 
RATE (%) FOR NOIZEUS SPEECH CORPUS 

                        Method 
Various Noises MFCC  

MFCC 
 

MFCC LPC LPCC 

Airport Noise 73.75 66.57 64.60 62.78 61.45 
Babble Noise 64.69 64.00 63.13 61.63 60.85 

Car Noise 61.19 64.21 62.32 60.95 60.64 
Exhibition Hall Noise 66.63 63.60 61.06 60.44 60.63 

Restaurant Noise 63.50 60.72 60.01 60.39 60.83 
Street Noise 65.50 60.76 60.41 60.78 61.01 
Train Noise 58.75 59.17 60.29 60.91 61.09 

Train Station Noise 55.13 59.39 60.85 61.22 61.18 
Average Identification 

Rate (%) 63.64 62.30 61.58 61.14 60.96 

7 CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 
From the experimental results and performance 

analysis, it can say that the performance of the pro-
posed self-organized mapping based speaker identifi-
cation system is well enough for the real life applica-
tions. In this work, Linear Discriminant Analysis based 
dimensionality reduction technique has been used 
which can work well for inter-class variations. Effec-
tive noise removing technique and speech pre-
processing techniques are used to achieve the highest 
efficiency. Though the highest identification rate of the 

proposed system has been found at 63.64%, the per-
formance can be tested by using large speech database. 
Another feature extraction technique such as wavelet 
based speech feature extraction technique and other 
classification techniques i.e., Hidden Markov Model, 
Gaussian Mixture Model, Genetic Algorithm etc may 
be used to enhance the efficiency of the system. 
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